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In 2020, English is to become an official subject in the 5th and 6th grades. Trial practice starts
in 2018. MEXT suggests dividing one of the two weekly lessons into three 15-minute modules.
15 minutes goes in a jiffy. We need to plan meaningful short lessons that motivate and help
children to learn in a limited time. Today, join in the classroom-tested 15-minute activities as a
child, and take the experience to the classroom as a happier teacher.

【The Theory of Multiple Intelligences in the English Classroom】

Nature Smart

Self Smart

People Smart

-sort and organize
-find similarities and
differences
-find the life cycle of
animals
can identify
-think about
the natural forms
the lesson
around us and be
sensitive to other
-make personal
natural forms
choices
can
understand
-think about
oneself
oneself

Word Smart
-say opinions
-read words
-name the words
-say the words
-listen to the words
can and
like to use words
effectively

Logic Smart

-predict
-link to
something
familiar
can work
-play pattern
with
games and
numbers,
logic games
be adept
-find
opposites
at logic

-get
can
visualize information
pictures from pictures
or create -use picture
them in 2D cards
-draw
or 3D
-color
can use the whole
-do arts and
body and
crafts
the hands
-listen to songs
-show the language by
and chants
using the whole body, hands
-sing and chant
and fingers
-use body to keep the beat -make shapes with fingers
-play instruments
-listen and do, act
Body Smart
out and mime

can
-do pairwork
understand
and groupwork
and work
-be the leader
with other
and organize
people
the team
-collect opinions
have a good
of the classmates
sense of rhythm
and enjoy music

Art Smart

Music Smart
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UNO
Colors: primary, secondary,
complimentary

Say the alphabet from A to Z
from Z to A

How many colors is a rainbow?

Kanji quizzes
(西瓜、麦香魚、猫熊)
Alphabetical lists
Making a mini
of animals, fruit
book
and vegies,
countries
Show and Tell
(favorite colors, food sports)

Read picture books
that show the
Contact!
alphabet, colors,
Get 21!
food, etc.
(10 most popular foods）
The Alphabet Tiles

The First to Say Z
Dominoes
alphabet
I Like ( ) game （5 cards and a dice）
selfintroduction ぶんぶんゴマ（whirligig)
What’s Missing?
Design your own logos

What color is winter for you?
Interview BINGO
(favorite colors, food, sports）
Find Your Friends!

Word Search

ABC Song

You’re the Only One

Lip-sync
Relay

Kamishibai：Max

Goes to the Zoo
Chants:
Vocabulary
Gesture Relay
Jigsaw puzzle
Rainbow Game
How Do You Spell It?
Cheer Leader
TPR sequence
(making curry)
Songs:
Today Is Monday
Yum, Yum, Yum!
Make alphabet letters
I See a Star
with your body

【参考資料：Resources】
-『You’re Smarter Than You Think』 Thomas Armstrong. Free Spirit Pub
-『脳科学を活かした授業をつくる』本田恵子著 みくに出版
-『Magic Time Levels 1 & 2』 Vilina & Kampa. Oxford University Press
-『English Time Levels 1 ~ 6』 Rivers & Toyama. Oxford University Press
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